~ary dyeing process. It is to be hoped that Abate's process may become alike useful to the natural sciences and the decorative arts. Mr. Bradbury stated, in conclusion, that we are indebted to--Kniphof, for the application of the process in its rude state; Kyhl, for having first made use of steel rollers; Branson, for the suggestion of the electrotype; Leydolt, for the remarkable results he obtained in the representation of fiat objects of mineralogy, such as agates, fossils, and petrifactions; Haidinger, for having prornt.~tly suggested the impression of a plant into a plate of metal at lhe very ttme the modus operandi had been provided; Abate; tbr its application to the representation of different sorts of o.rnamoala| woods on woven fabrics, paper a~ad plain wood; Worriag, of*tie lmperia| Printing Oltiee, Vienna, for his practical services in carrying out the plans of Leydolt and Haidinger. Nature-PrJa~Jag may be considered as still in its infancy; but the results already obtaiaed in its application encourage us to expect from continued eflbrts saeh further improvements as will place it not least among the Printing Arts.
On Sodium and its 3~lanufacture. By WILLIAM BEATSO~.
Having for some years given considerable attention to the production of the alkaline metals, I have succeeded in obtaining them (particularly sodium) in such quantities, as to show that it only needed the demand to be created, and they could be supplied in such a way, as would greatly promote the application and extension of science and the chemical ar.t~ and it was only because that demand did not appear to exist, that the subject was allowed to remain in comparative abeyance. Now that such interest has been excited in the enlarged application of Mr. Wohler~s process, tbr preparing aluminium by means of sodium, chiefly through the exertion of M. St. Clair Deville, it may not be uninteresting to indicate the means by which this latter metal, sodium, may be extracted by" enlarged and improved processes~ which I have been led to ~mploy for some time past.
The retorts, in which the mixture of carb. soda, and coke, has tJee~ heated, have been chiefly of malleable iron ; but, as it is ditticult to obain these of a large size, retorts of earthenware or fire-clay have been used with success, and probably a fire-clay retort, with a lining or trough of malleable iron, will be found to be the best form of distilling apparatus, thou ~h with great care cast iron retorts may yet be employed witk g ., ° advantage. The principal improvement which I have clOSeted, and whmk is now engaging the attention of M. Deville, consists in making the pro, eess continuous ; so that the retort is maintained at nearly a uniform temperature, and only requires the introduction of a fresh charge when the previous one has been worked off: If the materials are properly proportioned, the retort becomes nearly empty at the termination of each distillation ; or, if an excess of carbon remains in the retort, it is a~Jable in the following operation, so that in this way one retort has.been kept in full action for a week, and sometimes for nearly a second week, without interruption. As soon as one distillation is completed, and the condenser removed, a fresh charge of soda and carbon is introduced into .~lechanics, Physics, and Chemistry.
the retort, through the same tube as emits the sodium, by means of a long semicircular scoop, and the retort being nearly filled, the new dis-~tillation commences in a short time, and proceeds with the greatest regularity and success ; the sodium which I have sent to the Paris exhibition, was prepared in this way, and, as beibre stated, it was only because there seemed to be no demand for the metal, that it was not prepared on an industrial and extensive scale ; perhaps, as in some other instances, the supply may create or excite the demand. In addition to the sodium, it is well known that a large quantity of croconates and other compounds of soda distil over and are found mixed with the sodium, and as their separation is tedious in small quantities, I have constructed a large iron cylinder, in which the sodium and its impure admixtures are heated to fusion, below the surface of naphtha or eamphine, and a piston or plunger being then forced down by a powerful screw or hydraulic press, the pure metal is found in a mass above, and the impurities in the bottom of the cylinder.
The subjoined figure will explain the method of continuous distillation :~ 7, tt, g..
.Y (a) Retort of iron, inside of fire-clay. (b) Chamber of reverberatory filrnaee. (c) Eduction tube, attached by screws at(d) to the iron receiver (e), which is made in two parts, screwed together, and cemented at (f), the lower part (g), containing naphtha or eamphine. (h) Tap s~q,plying cold water, which by means of an e.xternal ease circulates round the condenser (e), riffling into the pan (P). (R) Is a strong iron rod, with sharpened steel chisel at the end, for clearing out the eduction t~lbe (e). 
